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CFPB Agenda Vulnerable To Election Year Shake-Up
By Evan Weinberger

Law360, New York (October 10, 2012, 7:24 PM ET) -- The Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau's power structure and nascent institutional culture makes it more susceptible to a
change in administration than more established financial regulators, experts say, which
could mean a less aggressive enforcement agenda if Mitt Romney wins in November.

When the Obama administration and Democrats in Congress created the CFPB as part of
the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, backers of the agency
said it would be most immune from being captured by industry by having a single director
making all the decisions, a different structure from most other financial and consumer
safety regulators.

The CFPB's structure has also come to be seen as the greatest risk to the work the agency
has already done, by giving a potential new director appointed by a Republican president
the power to alter the agency's goals, according to Richard Andreano Jr., head of the
mortgage banking group at Ballard Spahr LLP.

"The line I give [to Democrats] is the power to create is the power to destroy. A director
could come in and dismantle everything that's happened before," he said.

Agencies like the Federal Trade Commission and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. are
governed by multimember boards, which in many ways shields them from politics and
allows them to run cohesively despite changes in administration, said Kevin Petrasic, a
partner with Paul Hastings LLP and a longtime staffer at the now-defunct Office of Thrift
Supervision.

There may be changes to how a commission operates when a new political party takes the
helm, but in general having a commission structure allows for a more moderate path that
will not see as many changes, he said.

"I think by having a decision-making process that includes views of both political parties, it
does present an opportunity for a public airing of pros and cons," Petrasic said. "Typically a
commission structure will find a way to accommodate a debate on those views."

Even at agencies that have one person at the top, like the Office of the Comptroller of the
Currency, there is a long-serving staff that retains a large degree of institutional memory
to at least push back against major changes by the director.

The CFPB lacks that type of institutional memory, having been entirely operational for just
over a year, said Jeffrey Taft, a partner at Mayer Brown LLP.
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"There's no culture within the CFPB, so the tone at the top of the agency has a much
greater impact," he said.

Any changes, however, are likely not to come for at least a year after the inauguration of a
potential Romney administration, however.

President Barack Obama's recess appointment of the CFPB's current director, Richard
Cordray, does not expire until the end of the 2013 senate term, which means that Romney
could not remove him unless there was cause to do so before then.

Given the political battles that have engulfed the CFPB since its founding, and the ability
the director will have to shape the agency's agenda immediately upon confirmation, it is
likely that Romney would take action as soon as possible, Andreano said.

"One would assume at some point he would want to take a look at the bureau and change
the direction of it," he said.

It isn't entirely clear what a new direction would mean under Romney because he has
released few specific policy proposals related to consumer financial products, but there
have been some clues, said Jeff Sovern, a professor at St. John's University School of Law.

In his Oct. 3 debate with President Barack Obama, Romney appeared to come out in favor
of the qualified mortgage rule, a requirement that mortgage lenders determine a borrower
is able to repay the loan, that the CFPB said it will complete by the end of the year.

But in the end the CFPB under a Romney-appointed director would likely have a much
lighter touch than under Cordray, Sovern said, noting that Romney blasted the president's
January appointment of Cordray and opposed the 2009 Credit Card Accountability
Responsibility and Disclosure Act.

"He has generally opposed regulation, and part of the bureau's mission is to promulgate
regulations to help consumers," Sovern said of Romney.

At the CFPB, a change in director could mean that the CFPB could provide a firm definition
of what constitutes unfair, deceptive or abusive practices that would require an
enforcement action, Andreano said. Banks and other regulated entities have clamored for
such a definition, but the CFPB has said it will define the standard through enforcement
actions.

Enforcement is where changes would be felt most acutely, Taft said.

The CFPB has already secured three settlements with large credit card companies that,
along with millions of dollars worth of restitution to customers, have also garnered millions
of dollars in fines, which is not the norm in bank regulation, and could be tempered by a
new administration.

"It may be that the agency takes on a less aggressive approach," Taft said.

There would likely be pushback within the agency, however.

Although the CFPB's institutional memory is short, the staff is dedicated to the agency's
mission as laid out by its progenitor, Elizabeth Warren, now a Democratic Senate
candidate in Massachusetts, according to Deepak Gupta, the bureau’s former senior
enforcement counsel.
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"There are a lot of people who are there for whom this is their life's work," Gupta, the
founding partner of consumer advocacy law firm Gupta Beck PLLC, said.

However, there is a danger that a new director could lead to the CFPB being more
"captured" by the industry than its founders intended, Gupta said.

Under a Romney administration, Republicans might get another crack at converting the
CFPB to a multimember commission leadership structure, Andreano said.

That was Warren's original concept for the agency, Gupta said, adding that such a
structure would not be the equivalent of "neutering" it.

Because of that, Democrats may be willing to take a second look at the structure.

"If a Republican would get elected president, I think you would find a number of senators
on the Democratic side who would support a commission," Andreano said.

--Editing by John Quinn and Katherine Rautenberg.
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